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Abstract – We studied about the rotor design change using a Ferrite ring magnet to reduce material cost in the condition of the same stator core design. However, this design direction has many weak points such as the decrease of BEMF, the low maximum output, the irreversible demagnetization characteristics of a permanent magnet and so on. In order to mitigate such disadvantages, an optimization design of the BLDC motor has been developed by changing each design parameter and by improving the electromagnetic structure. In the proposed water pump SPM BLDC motor using Ferrite magnet, the outer and inner diameter of stator is fixed to the value of the conventional IPM BLDC motor using Nd-Fe-B magnet. The design specification requirements should be satisfied with the same output power and efficiency characteristics in the same dimension. As a result of this study, the design comparison results considering driving performances and material cost are represented. Through the actual experiment with the prototype of the designed motor, the simulations results are verified.
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1. Introduction

Recently, the research of permanent magnet brushless DC motors has been remarkably expanded because of the performance improvements by the use of rare-earth permanent magnets. And, the BLDC motor using the rare-earth has higher efficiency for energy saving, better performance with smaller volume and lighter weight, and it has a high power density.

The export regulation policies of the government of China, where at least 90% of the rare-earth materials are produced, have led to a price increase and an unbalanced supply of rare-earth materials [1]. Fig. 1 shows domestic rare metals price in China. At this moment when the cost of rare-earth permanent magnets is increasing, the research related to a motor design which reduces the amount of the required rare-earth permanent magnetic material to be used is attracting attention [2, 3].

In this study, a BLDC motor for a pump, in which the neodymium magnet is replaced with the Ferrite magnet, has been developed to cope with the cost increase and to ensure the stability of the resource supply.

One of the pump motors is an IPM rotor type BLDC motor using the neodymium. However, the motors using neodymium magnets should have large air-gaps. This is because the composition of neodymium magnet is based on metal materials so the motors using this magnet should have larger air-gaps and waterproofing for rust. On the other hand, other motors using Ferrite magnets are able to have enough effective air-gaps because Ferrite magnet is not based on metal materials so the rotor using this magnet does not need to be waterproof. This point means that Ferrite type motors are able to utilize effectively the rotor flux by having enough effective air-gaps.

The use of Ferrite magnet causes deterioration in the performance of the motor. This causes the decrease in the back-electromotive force (BEMF), the maximum power of the motor and the irreversible demagnetization characteristic of the magnet. In order to compensate for the lower performance, the SPM type structure is adopted. This paper presents the low cost design technology using optimal parameters and electromagnetic structure.

2. Initial Design

2.1 Conventional BLDC motor for pump

The conventional BLDC motor for water pumps is the
20[W] IPM motor using the neodymium magnet. The detailed design specifications and the photographs are represented in Table 1 and Fig. 2. The concentrated windings are wound on 9 slots and the salient structural 6 poles with Nd-Fe-B magnet are in the IPM type rotor.

In this water pump structure, water can be leaked into inner part which rotor is placed. The urethane molding waterproof insulation is applied to prevent the rust of Nd-Fe-B magnet in the rotor.

Therefore, the air gap length would be increased by the thickness of waterproof insulation. It causes the increase of magnetic resistance of air gap flowing flux. Therefore, the Nd-Fe-B magnet having high residual flux density is applied in the conventional water pump motor. Even though the material cost of rare earth Nd-Fe-B magnet is the great part of total material cost, the flux utilization of magnet is not efficient due to the long air-gap length.

The proposed rotor structure is focused on this issue. The ferrite magnet instead of the rare earth magnet is applied to minimize the material cost of magnet. And the rotor structure is redesigned using ferrite magnet with the same stator core structure.

### 2.2 Magnetic equivalent of SPM BLDC motor

The equivalent magnetic circuit is configured to obtain the air-gap magnetic flux density of the permanent magnet motors, and the permeability of the core is assumed to be infinite for the convenience of the analysis. Fig. 3 shows the magnetic path. From the Eq. (1), the magnet flux is shown as divided into the leakage flux and the effective air-gap flux [6, 7].

The leakage coefficient $f_{bg}$ is defined as the ratio of air-gap flux to magnet flux as:

$$f_{bg} = \frac{\phi_l}{\phi_M} = \frac{\phi_g}{\phi_g + \phi_l}$$

Where, $\phi_g$ is the effective air-gap flux, $\phi_l$ is the leakage flux, $\phi_M$ is the magnet flux. The leakage coefficient is less than 1, and its value depends on the configuration of the motor.

Fig. 4 shows the magnetic equivalent circuit of one pole. The leakage permeance $P_l$ is in parallel with the magnet internal permeance $P_M$. The armature MMF $F_a$ due to phase current is shown as an MMF in series with the air-gap reluctance $R_g$, but it will be assumed initially that $F_a = 0$ (open-circuit conditions) [6].

### 2.3 Analysis modeling

The governing differential equations describing the dynamic behavior of single-phase BLDC fan motor can be described as:

![Fig. 2. Conventional IPM BLDC motor for water pump using Nd-Fe-B magnet](image)

![Table 1. Specifications of conventional water pump](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated Spec.</td>
<td>Rated Speed [rpm]</td>
<td>3600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rated current [A]</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rated Torque [rpm]</td>
<td>0.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rated Output [W]</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator</td>
<td>Outer Dia. [mm]</td>
<td>58.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inner Dia. [mm]</td>
<td>30.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stack length [mm]</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor</td>
<td>Outer Dia. [mm]</td>
<td>27.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stack length [mm]</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air gap [mm]</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Turns</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Winding connection type</td>
<td>Y connected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pole / Slot / Winding</td>
<td>6 / 9 / Concentrated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Permanent magnet</td>
<td>NdFeB38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 3. Main flux path in surface-magnet motor](image)

![Fig. 4. Magnetic equivalent circuit of one pole](image)
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\[ V_a = L_s \frac{di}{dt} + iR_s + V_{emf} \]  

(2)

Where, \( V_a \) is the phase voltage input, \( R_s \) and \( L_s \) are the series resistance and the series inductance of stator winding, respectively, \( V_{emf} \) is the back-EMF induced by rotor flux variation. The torque-speed characteristics can be formulated as:

\[ T_e = J_m \frac{d\omega}{dt} + B_m \omega + T_L \]  

(3)

Where, \( T_e \) is the developed electromagnetic torque, \( J_m \) is the moment inertia, \( B_m \) is the viscous frictional coefficient and \( T_L \) is the load torque. The above Eqs. (2) and (3) are similar to two ordinary differential equations of brush dc motor. The energy transforms from electrical system to mechanical system is based on

\[ \text{emf} \phi \omega = K_{f} \cdot \phi_{f}(\theta) \cdot \omega = K_{c} \cdot \omega \]  

(4)

\[ T_e = K_c \cdot \phi_{f}(\theta) \cdot I = K_f \cdot I \]  

(5)

Where, \( K \) is the constant, \( \phi_{f} \) is the value of normalized flux distribution. The torque constant \( K_c \) is equivalent to the back-EMF constant \( K_f \). In this application, however, \( K_c \) and \( K_f \) are function of rotor position because of flux distribution. It means that the back-EMF voltage varies with rotor position. For this reason, building up the table in term of flux distribution is necessary to confirm accuracy of the equivalent model.

2.4 Design procedure of BLDC motor

The proposed motor is the SPM BLDC motor using Ferrite magnet. Unlike in the IPM motor, the reluctance torque is not generated and only the magnetic torque is generated because of not having air-gap length changes. The aim of the present study is to design the SPM rotor in which the rare-earth magnet is replaced with the Ferrite magnet. The design for the stator shape in the proposed BLDC motor is carried out under the same conditions with the conventional BLDC motor.

Table (2) shows the comparison of the characteristics between the Ferrite magnet used in the proposed motor and the Nd-Fe-B magnet used in the conventional motor [6]. As the characteristics of the core, a non-oriented silicon steel sheet is used. The design procedure of the proposed motor is performed through the flow chart shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows the modeling of the conventional IPM motor and the proposed SPM motor, and they are analyzed by FEA.

2.5 Design of thickness of ferrite magnet

The Ferrite thickness is designed to have safe in demagnetization for withstand the magnetic field generated from the maximum current in the stator winding. The safety condition for demagnetization is \( U_m + F_m \leq H_m \cdot I_m \), wherein the bend(curve, line) point of the demagnetization is \( H_m \), and the magneto-motive force of the rotor surface by the stator current is \( F_m \).

The thickness of the neodymium magnet in the
conventional motor is 1.2 [mm], and the demagnetization current is 14 [A]. The thickness in the case of Ferrite is 3.5 [mm]. Also, the final determination of the thickness should be made by the BEMF and the output characteristics.

3. Optimization of the Proposed BLDC Motor

3.1 Design of Experiment (DOE)

The design of the proposed SPM motor is optimized by using the Design of Experiment (DOE).

Since the Ferrite magnet has weaker magnetic force than the neodymium magnet, the proposed motor should have narrow air-gaps. Therefore, the air-gap is designed as 1 [mm] through the capsulation removal.

Table 3 lists the mainly design parameters. Each parameter is divided into four levels. Fig. 8 shows the objective functions on the BEMF, the output torque, and the efficiency.

According to the DOE result, the stack length is the most influential factor in the output characteristic. Also, the number of turns is determined as 135 to keep the performance of the conventional motor.

Fig. 9 shows the estimated values of the factors plotted in a 3D space according to each level on 135 turn. Based on the selected design parameters, a RSM (Response Surface Method) is carried out. A response surface is the relationship between an objective function and design parameters. First, an appropriate analysis model for the response surface is assumed, and the data is obtained by performing experiments in various conditions of independent variables. Then, approximation function is estimated through a regression analysis. From the approximation function, a sensitivity analysis may be performed by analyzing changes of objective function according to the design parameters.

Lastly, the combination of design parameter to maximize the objective function is found and the results of this method are shown in Figs. 9 and Fig. 10 [8].

With these results of DOE, the stack length and the thickness of the permanent magnet are decided 6 [mm] and 5 [mm] respectively as the optimal conditions.

3.2 Design parameter of proposed BLDC motor

In order to meet the performance requirement of the

![Fig. 7. Air-gap structure of the conventional BLDC](image)

**Table 3.** Design parameters according to level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design parameter</th>
<th>Design level</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack length [mm]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness of magnet [mm]</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winding turns [turns]</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air-gap [mm]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 8. Analysis result of DOE](image)
proposed motor, the accurate calculation of design parameter is important. The parameters $K_e$, the inductance, and the resistance are calculated by using the FEA. The design parameters of each motor are displayed in Table 4.

### 3.3 Characteristic of demagnetization

The demagnetization of a permanent magnet is definitely relevant to the temperature variance and armature reaction. When the operating point of permanent magnet is passed through the knee point of demagnetization curve by the effects of temperature variance or armature reaction, the permanent magnet cannot be recovered to the original operating point because of the irreversible demagnetization. Therefore, the demagnetization analysis of a permanent magnet must be performed in the design process [9, 10].

Fig. 11 shows the process of demagnetization analysis. The magnet thickness and shape can be optimized through this process.

With respect to the demagnetization characteristics of Ferrite, the maximum temperature is set to be 100 $^\circ$C and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>conventional</th>
<th>Proposed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air-gap length [mm]</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack length [mm]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winding turns [turns]</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase Resistor [Ω]</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 Design parameter of BLDC motor

![Surface Plot of BEMF vs PM.thickness, Stack.length](image)

(a) RS of BEMF

![Surface Plot of Torque vs PM.thickness, Stack.length](image)

(b) RS of torque

![Surface Plot of Efficiency vs PM.thickness, Stack.length](image)

(c) RS of efficiency

Fig. 9. Result of Response Surface analysis (135 turn)

![Fig. 10. Results of the response surface](image)

![Fig. 11. Flow-chart for demagnetization analysis](image)
the maximum current is set to be 12 [A]. Fig. 12 is shown on the air-gap magnetic flux density calculated by the FEA upon being subject to a no-load condition. As to the external magnetic field generated by the stator current, the load line parallel to the air-gap line is indicated after the calculation. As the result, the load line is positioned on the safety point of the demagnetization curve line, and thus, what the irreversible demagnetization is not occurred is confirmed in the optimized design [10, 11].

4. Experiment for Characteristics of BLDC Motor

4.1 Characteristics of BEMF

Fig. 13 shows the prototype rotor of proposed motor. Due to the low magnetic flux density of Ferrite, the stack length and the number of turns considered with fill factor are increased to keep the BEMF level.

Both the motors are analyzed by the dynamometer system shown in Fig. 14. As shown Fig. 15, the peak BEMF level of the conventional motor is higher than the proposed one. However, the BEMF waveform of the optimized motor is nearly a sin waveform.

4.2 Load characteristics

In order to use the BLDC motor proposed in the present study, this motor should have the same output characteristic with the conventional BLDC motor. To confirm such characteristics, the measured output S-T curve characteristics of the proposed BLDC motor is compared with the IPM motor and the FEA result, as shown in Fig. 16.

The torque values of the conventional motor and the designed motor at the rated speed 3600 [rpm] are 0.06 [Nm] and 0.063 [Nm], respectively. And, the curve result requiring the same load characteristics of the conventional IPM BLDC motor is confirmed.

Also, the proposed BLDC motor has higher efficiency
than that of the conventional BLDC motor, as shown in Fig. 17. Table 5 shows the results for the performance specifications of the conventional motor and the proposed motor.

### 4.3 Material cost comparison

Table 6 shows the comparison for the main material costs and the composition rate.

The design result determines that the price of the proposed motor is more economical than that of the conventional BLDC motor using the Nd-Fe-B magnet. Although the used amount of coil is increased, the used amount of Si-steel core is decreased by approximately 35[\%] because only the bonded ring type ferrite magnet is used without the core. Above all things, the cost of magnet is reduced 77[\%] by changing of magnet material. Therefore, in the total cost, the proposed SPM motor using ferrite magnet has competitive price of 51.8[\%] of conventional IPM motor using Nd-Fe-B magnet.

### 5. Conclusion

In this paper the cost reduction design is studied to release the cost burden of BLDC motor for electric water pump using Nd-Fe-B material magnet. In order to minimize the material cost of permanent magnets, firstly, the magnet material is changed as ferrite magnet. By this, the air-gap length is largely reduced by the elimination of water proof capsulation of water pump. It helps the utilization of rotor magnet flux. And the appropriate design specification is decided by DOE and RSM applying FEA analysis. As a result, the total material cost is decreased nearly 50[\%] keeping the similar level of driving efficiency. The result of design change is approved by the experiment of prototypes.
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